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Outline

What’s a Continuous Double Auction (CDA)?
See one in action (from batstrading.com)
A model is model (is a model, is a model, is a model. . . )
Things we want to explain and motivations to trade.
Parlour (1998) and Goettler et al. (2005, 2009).
Foucault (1999), Foucault, Kadan and Kandel (2005),
Rosu (2010).
Wrap-up.
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CDA

Many buyers and sellers can electronically submit
offers at any time.
Offers are binding proposals to buy (bid) or sell (ask) a
specified quantity for a limit price, i.e, they are couples
(q,p).
Offers are immediately executed if they are marketable;
otherwise, they are stored for future use in limit order
books.
Traders can change or cancel their offers at any time (if
they are in the book).
Much more can be done: splitting, stop-loss orders,
all-or-nothing. . .
Let’s see what’s going on right now!
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CDA (2)

We say that you can offer liquidity, placing orders in the
book or. . .
Consume liquidity, submitting market orders.
Both orders are “risky”:

1 Limit orders can be picked-off.
2 Market orders always trade at the worst possible price.

Fundamental trade-off
Immediacy versus efficacy:

1 Market orders are certainly executed, but they are costly.

2 Limit orders are more favorable, but execution is uncertain.

3 Clash! Should I stay or should I go?
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A model is a model

Trading in a CDA is difficult:
1 Quantity and (limit) price.
2 History (trades, bids, asks. . . )
3 Fundamental value, beliefs, asymmetric information.
4 Cancellation, resubmission and timing.

The order (qτ ,pτ ) is

(qτ ,pτ ) = f (aτ ,bτ |Hτ ,Bτ , Iτ , . . .)

Simplification is needed, so:
1 Information is neglected (uh?)
2 Cancellation is forbidden (30% wrong).
3 Quantity is ignored (unit trading).
4 Timing is tampered (Poisson or one-shot chance).

Still, understanding the CDA is hard.
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A model is a model: MDP

The framework is a Markov Decision Process (MDP):
outcomes are random and only partly under control.

1 There is a set of actions a ∈ A to be taken by traders
and there is a set of states s ∈ S of the book (world).

2 There is a stochastic reward (immediate or “delayed”)
for any action in any state: π̃i(at , st).

3 The state of the book is possibly changing after at ,
hence

s̃t+1 = g(at , st).

4 Traders independently maximize the reward:

max
a1,a2,...,aT

E

[
T∑

t=1

πi(at , st)

]
Non-cooperative game (with Nash equilibria), a
dynamical programming problem (solved by backward
induction, in blessed cases), a stochastic optimization
problem. . .
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A model is a model: equilibrium

We look for actions that cannot be improved (otherwise,
competitive traders will behave differently!)
Equilibrium: a sequence of functions {ri , i = 1, . . . ,N}
of the state ait = ri(sit) such that

π(ri , r−i) ≥ π(r ′i , r−i),∀i

A strategy can be thought also as a look-up table
dictating what to bid/ask in any possible state→
computationally heavy.
Typical sources of randomness are entry times, values,
(cancellation times).
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Facts and questions

Diagonal effect, Biais et al (95): orders of the same
type form streaks.have built a transition matrix where orders are categorized according

to their direction, order aggressiveness and the identity of the trader
who placed it. As our experiments involve nine players, this results in
a 72 by 72 matrix. Given the huge matrix size, we do not present the
table, but only report the main result.4 The diagonal effect is once
again strikingly present in that table, which shows that it is mainly
due to an order splitting strategy.

4. Alternative design

In the previous section, we have shown that the diagonal effect
shows up in an experimental setting where markets are populated by
informed traders and liquidity traders with an objective to buy or sell.
This design has been used frequently in the literature and can be
considered as “classical”. It may be interesting to see whether the
same results hold in an alternative design where informed traders are
not present in the markets.5 Indeed, Parlour (1998) shows that, even
in the absence of asymmetric information, systematic patterns in
transaction prices and order placement strategies may arise in
equilibrium.

In order to address that issue, we have built a second experimental
design. The main differences relative to the design presented in
Section 2 are the following: informed traders are replaced by
uninformed traders without any objective to ful!ll, and there are six
subjects instead of nine – two subjects for each of the three trader
roles. Three sessions – ninemarkets by session – have been conducted
under that second design, which represents eighteen subjects and
twenty-seven experimental markets.6 Subjects were students in a
Financial Markets class, that had never participated to experiments
before.

Based on the 2460 orders placed by subjects during the three
sessions, we use the same classi!cation as above to build a transition
matrix, which is presented in Table 3. Results are strikingly similar to
what can be found in Table 1. The diagonal effect is actually reinforced
as it is present for all categories but the second one. Remember that in
Table 1, the !gure on the diagonal for aggressive orders (category 1)
was only the second highest; aggressive buy and sell orders were
most likely after an order of the opposite sign improved on the best

limit, and Table 2 showed that this was mainly due to informed
traders taking the best pro!t opportunities as they appeared. As
expected, that phenomenon is reduced in the absence of informed
traders, but it does not completely disappear; when they see new
orders improving on the best ask (bid) limit, buyers (sellers) behave
aggressively – place market orders – as they can trade at better prices
and can ful!ll their objective at a lower cost.

Transition matrices by trader type (as in Table 2) and by subject
show results that are consistent with the above explanations.7 In
summary, the presence of informed traders in experimental markets
is not necessary to observe a diagonal effect, which is again due to
order splitting by all trader types.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed the behavior of traders in terms of
order aggressiveness in experimental asset markets. We have !rst
used a classical design, where informed subjects and uninformed
subjects with a trading objective trade a single security, and where
trading rules are similar in many ways to those used in actual trading
markets.

We have shown that the order aggressiveness concept de!ned by
Biais et al. (1995) is usefully applied to describe the behavior of
traders in the experimental setting. This shows that traders playing in
experimental games adopt a behavior which may be compared to the

4 The table is available from the author upon request.
5 We thank the referee for suggesting the analysis.
6 Let us note that the results in Section 3 are qualitatively the same if we randomly

select three sessions out of thirteen, so we expect that three sessions are suf!cient to
get interesting results for that second design.

Fig. 3. Absolute pricing error over the trading intervals.

7 Results are available from the author upon request.

Table 1
Transition matrix.

Order at t

Buy Sell

Order at t!1 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Buy 1 22.01 11.86 5.96 5.87 10.29 25.25 12.02 6.74
Buy 2 14.66 6.80 9.99 13.32 20.86 16.37 10.04 7.96
Buy 3 13.38 9.62 21.57 7.17 13.79 13.17 11.33 9.97
Buy 4 15.05 8.70 8.02 18.08 16.57 15.28 9.53 8.77
Sell 1 15.93 20.66 6.36 3.81 17.65 16.73 10.87 7.99
Sell 2 24.67 11.85 5.16 5.09 10.19 8.66 14.21 20.17
Sell 3 20.38 8.25 6.51 4.37 10.58 10.36 29.49 10.06
Sell 4 20.89 10.70 6.65 5.96 7.87 11.56 14.20 22.17
Unconditional 19.26 11.34 7.88 7.11 12.91 15.16 14.53 11.80

307C. Majois / Economics Letters 107 (2010) 304–309

Who and why use market orders? Who takes and who
provides liquidity?
Why is the book so sparse?
(Why do we have fat tails in daily stock returns?)
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Why do you trade?

Private values / costs:
1 Buyers have a privately known redemption value vi .

Their profit is

πi =

{
vi − p if they trade;
0 otherwise.

2 Sellers have a privately known cost ci and their profit is

πi =

{
p − ci if they trade;
0 otherwise.

Alternatively, let the valuation of the asset be βi : if
βi ≤ E [β], the agent is a seller; if βi ≥ E [β], the agent
should buy.
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Why do you trade? I’m in a hurry!

Patience / impatience: traders pay a cost that depends
on the time spent in the book (waiting for execution).

1 Patient buyers have a low cost of waiting γ

E [πit ] = E [p̃τ − γ(τ̃ − t)],

they can afford to submit a limit order and wait for a
trading opportunity.

2 Impatient traders have higher waiting cost γ′ >> γ:

E [πit ] = E [p̃τ − γ′(τ̃ − t)]

“For simplicity, it is assumed that γ′ is much larger than
γ, which implies that impatient traders always submit
market orders”.
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Parlour (1998)

MO or LO under time constraints. Only bids at B and
asks at A are allowed
Time to trade t = 1, . . . ,T is limited and time priority is
extremely important.
Value β ∼ U[0,2]]: buyers have β > 1, sellers β < 1.
Traders enter sequentially and are aware of time.
Four choices:

1 MOS: market to sell (cash B).
2 MOB: market to buy (pay A).
3 LOS: limit order to sell (queue at A).
4 LOB: limit order to buy (queue at B).
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Parlour (1998), II

β

B

A

1 At T only market orders. . .
2 At T − 1, the probability of execution enters the scene.
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Parlour (1998), III

Agents act differently based on β: patient / impatient.
Both sides of the markets count: increasing PB

(probability of a MOB), increases the probability of a
LOS.
PB depends on the number of LOB queued at B.
Example at T − 2. Pretend you are a seller.
Assume no order at the bid.

1 Will increase the probability of a LOB at T − 1.
2 Hence, decrease the probability of execution of a LOS

at T − 2.
Conversely, assume plenty of bids at T − 2

1 Will increase the probability of a MOB at T − 1.
2 Hence, increase the probability of execution of a LOS at

T − 2.
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Parlour (1998), diagonal effect

The depth at quotes is reduced by MOB and MOS and
increased by LOB and LOS.
After a MOB, there is less depth at ask A.
Hence, after a MOB, traders know that

1 Sellers will issue more LOS than MOS.
2 Consequently, buyers know that their LOB is less likely

to be filled and they use a MOB.

All in all, after a MOB buyers issue more MOB than
MOS.
Same can be said for other orders.
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Goettler, P, Rajan (2005)

The equilibrium is found numerically (!), 8 ticks relative
to zero consensus fundamental value, cancellation is a
mechanical Poisson process.

TC
-3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5

v
0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5

TC

q−3 q−2 q−1 q1 q2 q3

The state of the book is s = (q−3,q−2,q−1,q1,q2,q3).
Traders have to figure out price and quantity as a
function of β, given s (and fundamental price v ).
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Goettler, P, Rajan (2005), II

2166 The Journal of Finance 

Limit Limit Buy Limit Buy Market Sell Sell uyLimit Buy 
at p-1 at pl 

at at p' p 

-12 -3.47 0.16 1.30 12 

Figure 5. Base case: Optimal order choice for a one-share trader facing a book with a 
depth of two limit buys at p-1. This figure depicts the optimal action of a trader who can buy 
or sell one share, and enters the market when the book has two limit buys listed at price p-l 
the highest price below the consensus value. Simulation parameters correspond to the base case. 
The optimal action varies with the trader's private value, /. Here, pl is the lowest price above the 
consensus value. 

trader garners a lower benefit from trade and submits a limit sell above the 
consensus value of the asset. Such a trader is willing to risk forgone trade in 
order to extract more from subsequent traders. 

Traders with a positive 0 submit buy orders. The symmetry of the model 
implies that traders with a large positive 0 submit aggressive limit buys (at 
pl), and those with a low 1 submit conservative buys (at p-l1). Thus, given an 
empty book and a trader with zt = 1, orders will be submitted only at the prices 
p-, pl. The states that have an agent submitting an order at any other price 
(given the empty book) are not in the recurrent class. 

The same agent may submit different orders when faced with a different 
limit order book: Indeed, he may switch from buying to selling. Suppose the 
book already has two shares on the buy side at p-1, and is empty at every other 
price. In equilibrium, faced with this book, a trader with one share takes one 
of four actions. Figure 5 represents the strategy of a trader with zt = 1. 

Order submission in equilibrium is therefore endogenous in terms of both the 
buy/sell decision and the price at which the order is submitted. In particular, 
facing a book with two limit buys at p-1, a trader with fit E [0, 0.16) prefers 
to sell rather than buy. If the book were empty, this trader would submit a 
limit buy order. In our base case, 4.7% of all market orders and 3.2% of all limit 
orders involve agents with Pt < 0 buying the asset, or agents with Pt > 0 selling 
the asset. Since order submission strategies differ across these two books, the 
probability of observing a particular order type (i.e., the probability that a trader 
arrives with a P valuation in the relevant region) is also different. 

The intuition from Figures 4 and 5 carries through to other books and states. 
Typically, agents with extreme 1 values submit market and aggressive limit 
orders, as they are more desperate to trade. Agents with P near zero submit 
more conservative orders. 

C. Average Book and Order Persistence 

We present the average buy and sell sides of the book in Figure 6. While the 
total number of shares traded is large, on average the book is thin, suggesting 

Two limit buys at p−1, i.e., q−1 = 2.
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Goettler, P, Rajan (2005), III

Average depth at the ticks.
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Foucault, Kadan and Kandel (2005)

Patient (θP) and impatient (θI = 1− θP) traders, with
different waiting costs δI ≥ δP .
Trading crowd outside of [B,A]. Inside the spread,
traders arrive at Poisson rate λ.

1 One MO or LO per trader, no cancellation.
2 LO must be improving.
3 Buyers and sellers alternate with certainty.

Main results

1 Impatient agents always go market.
Patient traders always go limit.

2 The book is sparse.
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Rosu (2010)

There is a flow of traders that experience waiting costs:
patient and (very) impatient agents + trading crowd.
Poisson processes with rates λP and λI .
Continuous-time model: orders can be canceled or
changed at any time, i.e., never!
There are price-wars fought in infinitesimal time and
other technicalities.
Traders know that they will trade with certainty (sooner
or later).

Main idea
In equilibrium, all orders must provide the same utility.

1 A more competitive LO gains less but is executed sooner.

2 A less competitive LO gains more but waiting costs are
bigger.
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A simple version

For simplicity, all sellers are patient (λPS = λ1) and all
buyers are impatient (λIB = λ2).

1 The first seller places an ask a1 = A.
2 The second seller undercuts with a1 − δ, then the first

undercuts,. . .
3 . . . till the second place a2 < a1 in such a way that they

get the same utility.

Denote the number of sellers in the book as m and let
the expected utility of the m-th seller be fm. At most M
limit orders can be in the book and fM = B.
If the market is in state m = 1, . . . ,M − 1, it can go to
m + 1 sellers (another ask) or to m − 1 (a market buy).
Utilities must be the same in different states. . .
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The full Rosu

Now, there are patient buyers/sellers and impatient
buyers sellers.
Utilities and levels now depend on two indexes,
fm,n,am,n,bm,n.

A Dynamic Model of the Limit Order Book

Table 1
Solution in the general case with both buyers and sellers, for A = 1, B = 0, ! = 0.09

1.000 0.965
1.000 0.905 0.824
1.000 0.828 0.726 •
1.000 0.770 0.616 0.500 •
1.000 0.726 0.526 0.384 0.274 0.176
1.000 0.697 0.468 0.300 0.177 0.095 0.035
1.000 0.682 0.440 0.260 0.131 0.045 0.000

" = [0.21, 3.97, 0.99, 34.34, 2.50, 0.30, 3.47, 0.30, 2.50, 34.34, 0.99, 3.97, 0.21].

The left bottom corner corresponds to state (0, 0). The number in position (m, n) represents the expected utility
fm,n of the sellers in state (m, n). The vector " collects the variables corresponding to the mixed strategies along
the boundary #, starting from (0, 6) down to (6, 0) along #. The expected utility gm,n of the buyers is given by
the formula gm,n = 1 ! fn,m . The bullets in positions (3, 4) and (4, 3), which are not in !, indicate the departure
of the shape of ! from the triangular shape.

B = 0, ! = r
$

= 0.09. The left bottom corner corresponds to state (0, 0). The
number in position (m, n) represents the sellers’ expected utility fm,n in the
state with m sellers and n buyers. The vector " collects the Poisson rates
corresponding to the mixed strategies along the boundary #, starting from (0, 6)
down to (6, 0) along #. This is a symmetric equilibrium—i.e., the expected
utility gm,n for the buyers is given by the formula gm,n = 1 ! fn,m .

Suppose that the limit order book is in state (2, 3), with two patient sellers
and three patient buyers. In this state, the bid is b2,3 = g2,2 = 1 ! f2,2 = 0.474,
and the ask is a2,3 = f1,3 = 0.770. Then a market sell order for one unit moves
the bid to b2,2 = g2,1 = 1 ! f1,2 = 0.274, and the bid to a2,2 = f1,2 = 0.726.
Also, a market sell order for two units moves the bid to b2,1 = g2,0 = 1 ! f0,2 =
0.000 and the ask to a2,1 = f1,1 = 0.697. So while the bid moves from 0.474
to 0.274 to 0.000, the ask moves from 0.770 to 0.726 to 0.697.

The next proposition gives an approximate magnitude for the comovement
effect.

Proposition 10. Suppose that the limit order book is in the state with m + 1
sellers and n buyers. Assume that patient buyers and sellers arrive at the
same rate $1, and impatient buyers and sellers arrive at the same rate $2,
so that $1 > $2 are sufficiently large. Denote the competition parameter by
c = $1

$2
> 1. Then, if a market sell order moves the bid price down by ", the

ask price moves down approximately by "(1 ! 1
cm ). Therefore, the bid-ask

spread increases approximately by "
cm .

Proof. As mentioned above, the sell side of the book can be thought of
as a one-sided model with B = bm+1,n , the bid price. So when the bid price
B moves down ", one needs to estimate the fall in the ask price am+1,n .
Since am+1,n = fm,n , the ask price falls approximately by " " d fm

dB , with the
dependence of f on n being omitted. Now, Proposition 1 of Section 3 implies
that when c > 1, the derivative of fm with respect to B in the one-sided case
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The book is sparse (only few levels are used).
Let activity λ = λ1 + λ2 and competition C = λ1/λ2.
Then

1 C > 1→ resilient book.
2 Average spread S is smaller when sellers are more

patient and activity is high.

Patient go limit, impatient go market
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In a nutshell

Analytical
Numerical

Flows Finite T
Patient Foucault (99)

vs FKK (05)
Impatient Rosu (10)
Private GoettlerPR (05)

Values
Parlour (98)

GoettlerPR (09)

Thanks (paolop@unive.it)
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